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Given China's tight job market, Gen Z consumers are turning to food-themed blind boxes and discount snack stores to save a penny. Image
credit: Shutterstock
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China's economic troubles give rise to the Gen Z Stingy Economy'
The term is fast becoming synonymous with Gen Z spending behavior. (Jing Daily)

Major fashion events in the Middle East canceled or postponed as Israel-Hamas war continues to escalate
Fashion Trust Arabia, We Design Beirut in Lebanon and many luxury brand events in Dubai were postponed or
canceled. (WWD)

In the Swiss Alps, Japanese fine dining is reaching new heights
one of the latest trends found across Switzerland's many luxury mountain retreats is the increasing prevalence of
Japanese fine dining. (Penta)

US holiday spending to surpass pre-pandemic levels despite fewer gifts
Holiday spending this year is expected to surpass pre-pandemic levels for the first time, as elevated prices are
expected to outweigh consumers' plans to purchase fewer gifts. (Financial Times)
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2. Are multistory warehouses in cities the answer as luxury consumers expect speedier delivery?
3. Loro Piana, eyeing VIP shoppers, launches world-first new concept store in Dubai Mall
4. How will generative AI affect future jobs and workflows? McKinsey knows
5. Mercedes-Benz deal with Mastercard turns car into payment device at POS
6. China’s Hainan island to become formidable luxury retail destination with new 1,000-brand DFS Yalong Bay development
7. Altagamma opens next club in Tokyo to push Italian luxury in Japan
8. Affluent women influence 85pc of philanthropy decisions: Bank of America
9. Low consumer trust today is threat to repeat-purchase behavior: Forrester
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